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New Intrinsically Safe XPP-5454GC LED Headlamp from Nightstick®
Now Clips Direct to Hard Hats
Waterproof Class 1 Div. 1 headlamp with stainless steel clip answers need for safety rated lighting
that mounts to a helmet lamp bracket

The same environments that require intrinsically safe lighting often also require hard hats and the newest
Nightstick product is purposely built for both. The intrinsically safe XPP-5454GC Multi-Function DualTM
Light Headlamp with Hard Hat Clip ($34.95 average retail) comes with a stainless steel hard hat clip in
a configuration that adds convenience to safety.
The Nightstick model XPP-5454GC headlamp is cETLus, ATEX and IECEx listed Intrinsically Safe for
global use, is rated IP-X7 waterproof, boasts a 2 meter drop rating and weighs just 3.4 ounces. When
attached to a hard hat with front mounted helmet lamp bracket, the XPP-5454GC places crisp clear white
light where it’s wanted via a ratcheting multi-position tilt head mechanism for extended uninterrupted use.
Three AAA batteries (included) fit in its sleek hi-visibility green polymer body. Two top-mounted button
switches independently provide a high or low-brightness spotlight and a high or low-brightness floodlight,
true to the Nightstick Dual-Light pedigree. The first independent switch provides a defined spotlight for
distance illumination, while the second switch provides floodlight ideal for close-up illumination without
light bounce-back. Pressing both switches at the same time places the light in exclusive dual-light mode
for added safety and versatility.
The high spotlight brightness mode is rated at 115 lumens for 5 hours and emits 82 m (269+ feet) of
beam-distance while in low mode offers 60 lumens for 16.25 hours. In floodlight high mode, the 5454GC
emits 120 lumens of crisp LED lighting for 5.25 hours, while in floodlight low mode 60 lumens for 16.75
hours. Exclusive dual-light mode is the best of both light patterns at 160 lumens for 3.5 hours.
“Hard hats are required safety equipment and those who know wear them know safety, and already know
the importance of intrinsically safe lighting. Designing an intrinsically safe headlamp that attaches via a
helmet lamp bracket was just a natural progression in our robust product portfolio of Class I, Division 1
products” says Russell Hoppe, Marketing Manager for Nightstick. “As a category leader in intrinsically
safe lighting, customers proactively share their design ideas with us because the market has been
underserved for too long with a lack of innovation combined with unjustifiable prices for required lighting.
The Nightstick XPP-5454GC answers both those issues by delivering a quality intrinsically safe lighting
solution based on how users actually attach products to hard hats, while making it affordable to all
professionals at a price of only $34.95 average retail.”
ABOUT NIGHTSTICK®
Designed and manufactured by Bayco Products, Inc., Nightstick is a global brand of professional lighting
products, including flashlights, headlamps and Intrinsically Safe lighting solutions that continue to exceed
industry standards in performance, quality, user-safety, and value. Nightstick’s vast line-up of LED lighting

products deliver optimal performance with real-world applications in mind. With an unwavering
commitment to product quality and exceptional Customer Service, Nightstick is the professional’s only
TM
choice. Life Depends On Light .
To find a global retailer near you, visit: http://www.baycoproducts.com/where-to-buy
ABOUT BAYCO PRODUCTS, INC.
For over 30 years, Bayco Products’ vast array of portable and corded lighting products, have been the
preferred choice of professionals and discriminating consumers. In its 110,000 square foot facility, located
in the Dallas, TX area, Bayco’s dedicated engineering team continually seeks out innovative new product
solutions that provide exceptional day-to-day utility and help maximize user safety. The Nightstick and
Bayco brands are established and recognized world-wide as high-performance, high-quality, and highvalue lighting solutions across virtually every industry.
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